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welcome. For those who
haven't made a smoker yet,
come, and those first year
students with appellate arguments Saturday, don't worry;
for your graders will be in the
saine shape you are.
*an informal social ga.ther. ing for men - and women
(Plunkett's definition).
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Bartlett runs for national"
LSD off.ice

Spring Smoker•
tomorrow night
Friday night Mitchell students and faculty will unit to
celebrate their own Rites of
Spring at the Prom Center,
1190 University Ave. The fete
will start at 8:30. No admission
tax will be levied and beer will
still cost too much (50¢ a
glass). Music featuring the top
IQO songs of the past will be
present. All and any guests are

1980

by Rich Ruv~n

To most William Mitchell
students, the Law Student
Division (LSD) of the American Bar Association (ABA)
means no more than insurance
policies and an often interesting magazine.
To Patty Bartlett, LSD has
meant representing William
Mitchell on committees and at
conventions, acting as a resource person for .students
wanting to get involved iri LSD
and ABA activities, and increasing Mitchell's LSD membership so that it is one of the
nation's largest.
Bartlett, a third year Mitchell student, has served as the
school's LSD representative for
the past two years. During the
next school year, she aspires to
serve as the Secretary-Treasurer of the Law Student Division. "When I first ran for LSD
Rep, I wanted to run for national office," said .Bartlett.
Along with the normal duties
of a secretary-treasurer, this
LSD position is responsible for
the liaisonship program to the
different ABA divisions, sec-

Patti Bartlett

tions, and standing committees.
LSD officers will be elected
in Chicago over the weekend of
April 18. If experience is a factor, Bartlett has a good shot at
being elected. Last year, she
served as Lieutenant Governor
of LSD's Eighth Circuit, and
since 1978, Bartlett has served
as the Liaison to the ABA's
Standing Committee on Criminal Justice Standards. Although lacking a vote on the

committee, Bartlett feels that
she has played an important
role in the drafting and implementation of policy. At last
summer's LSD convention, her
efforts on the committee were
rewarded with the Silver Key
Award. This award is only one
of many . honors that she has
received since becoming Mitchell's LSD Rep .
Bartlett freely admits · that
LSD has been very good for
her, but more importantly, she
feels that she has helped Mitchell become a highly regarded
law school in the minds of
many. Evidence of this
is
the fact that Mitchell's LSD,
SBA, and Opinion are all nationally respected, having received numerous honors. Bartlett maintains that this good
reputation is of increasing importance since more and more
Mitchell students are looking
for jobs outside Minnesota.
- B·artlett's tenure as LSD ~ep
has not been without controversy. Last summer while
she was out of town, the SBA
placed a limit on the amount of

Bartlett
topage6

Jury Requirement dropped
Come

join

us

at

the Smoker.

Green resigns
as dean
(Editor's note: In a March 6
letter to Dean Designate Geoffrey Peters, Marvin Green
stated his inlentiori to resign as
Associate Dean, effective July
31, 1980. The letter is reprinted
below.)

Dear Mr. Peters:
As an alumnis, faculty
member, and as Associate
Dean of William Mitchell College of Law, I extend to you
my he;utiest welcome!
All constituencies of William
Mitchell College of Law, students, faculty, alump.i, and the
community, congratulate you
d'n your appointment and look

Green
topage6

Dean Green

by Tim Hassett

In a move that surprised
many, the WilHam Mitchell
faculty voted recently to eliminate the jury trial r_equirement. The decision became effective immediately.
The rule, which required
each student to complete a jury
trial prior to graduation, was
criticized as duplicative and
burdensome on those not interested in trial work.
The surprise resulted from
the facuhls quick action. ·
Unlike the long paper requirement, a recurring topic of discussion amongst the faculty,
the jury trial requirement received little attention this year
until the . Academic Affairs
Committee met in January.
It was at that meeting that
Professor Michael Steenson
proposed that the rule be
eliminated. The proposal
received the support of Professor Roger Haydock, clinical _
director at Mitchell, and passed unanimously.

The faculty considered the
pr.oposal at its next meeting
and voted to eliminate the requirement on March 12. The
decision directly affects
students in Moot Court II, the
only non-clinical class in which
the requirement can be satisfied. Presumably, many of the
students who enrolled in that
class did so in order to satisfy
the requirement. They now
find themselves in an elective
class.
The requirement -is duplicative, according to Steenson in
that students are required to
complete a court trial in the
Trial Skills class. To also require a jury trial, places undue
emphasis on the development
of that skill. In addition,
Steenson said the requirement
is a burden on those . students
who are interested in concentrating in an area of the law
other than trial skills.
After taking courses covering the subject areas included
on the bar exam and complying
with the jury trial requirement,

students are often left with too
few electives to concentrate in
a given area of the law, he said.
However, he said it was not
the committee's intention to
discourage advanced trial
training, and the Moot Court
Class will continue to be offered. In addition, the option
of selecting a judge or jury trial
may be made available to
students in Trial Skills sometime in the future.
Mitchell's trial skills program received the attention of
the Committee to Consider
Standards for Admission to
Practice in the Federal Courts
last year. The committee, nicknamed the Devitt Committee
after its chairman, Federal
District Court Judge Edward
Devitt, issued a report in which
it cited Mitchell's trial skills
programs as one of the few
programs nationally which offered extensive trial training.
However, that report also
noted that Mitchell was the only school to require both a jury
and court trial for graduation.
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Editorial
Let's e·I im inate 'legal liability'
The ignorance of the law by-juveniles is great, according to recent studies that have
measured "legal illiteracy." Students do not have even a basic understanding of the law.
A~ a Wall Street Journal article noted, "too many students learn about the law the hard
way-by getting into trouble." Falk, February 10, 1978.
In the past decade, a recognition has grown among justice personnel and educators
that law programs are. necessary in schools. Peter Bensinger, former director of the
Chicago Crim!! Commission, concluded that "the school is the place to start to deal with
delinquency. The home and the school together represent our greatest major resources
for learning and for education." This same sentiment was expressed by Richard Velde,
administrator of LEAA, who commented, "such education is a vital response to a growing crisis in our society, not just a 'nice' thing to do. Misapprehensions concerning the
law can be corrected by modified school curriculums."
·
The concern fot modified , school curriculums is a recognition that the traditional
social studies program with its "memorize-the-Bill-of-Rights" approach is insufficent to
impart an understanding of the legal system. Models around the country have
developed curricula in which students view the system first hand, and in which they
think through problems and study possible solutions. "Education of this sort requires
change in the content and methods used in typical social studies.courses," said Joel Henning, former director of the American Bar Association Committee on Youth Education
for Citizenship.
Teaching requires a live, dynamic interchange between instructor and pupil. But experience has clearly established that the school systems are not able to provide training
for pupils in law-related education.
This is one Of the reasons that Street Law courses have now been established in more
than thirty states. Working together, law schools, the bar, the judiciary, and high
schools are taking concrete action to give our citizens an understanding and appreciation of our judicial system at an early stage in life.
Last fall William Mitchell implemented a Street Law Program. This progiam attracted six law students, each of whom was responsible for one area of law, for exam-

pie: criminal law, family law, constitutional law. With the aid of Professor John
Sonsteng, these students each prepared a 2-hour lecture on a chosen area. They were
then invited to various St. Paul area schools to present their educational programs. Participating schools were able to make use of all six 2-hour sessions; or to choose only one.
Although the initial year of the program is not yet completed, there has been sufficient
time to develop criticisms and suggestions.
Mitchell's program is different than that implemented in many other schools, such as
the University of Minnesota, where one law student is assigned to one school where he
or she discusses all of the areas of law with only one class. This procedure allows the
student-teacher to become acquainted with the student; to have personal contact with
the students, and to develop a learning relationship with the students and with the
teachers and administrators of a particular school. This may be more effective than Mitchell's system. But it requires students to be knowledgeable in many areas of law. Third
and fourth year law students, however, should be familiar with these areas, and if not,
this program would serve as an excellent system of review.
In addition to this, teaching at many St. Paul area schools, including Hastings and
Stillwater, involves a significant amount of travel time and gasoline consumption. If
assignment was limited to one school, the law student could choose the school nearest
his or her home or place of work. Mitchell students operate under severe time constraints, and it is important, if students are to become involved in this program, that unnecessary use of time be kept to a minimum.
In spite of these few probiems and a couple of administrative snags, most studentteachers feel that the program has been run "fairly well" and that the whole experience is
undoubtedly worthwhile.
William Mitchell has recognized the need for law-related education in our public
schools, As educators, they along with members of the legal profession should support
the continu!!d development of these programs. It is one ·way to implement the goal of
ensuring that all students receive an education in the law and its relation .10 the legal and
social problems that affect their everyday lives iri.so many fundamental ways.
JB

That's entertainment
In his essay "The Presidential Campaign," scholar Stephen Hess rationalizes that our
current system (if it can be called that) of delegate selection for the national party conventions serves several important functions. According to Hess, the presidential campaign can be considered as a personnel system, as a way of holding leaders accountable,
as a method of formulating policy, as a rational self-examination, and as entertainment
- all at the same time.
As ideals for presidential campaigning, the functions imputed to the election process
by Hess are both thoughtful and meaningful, but with the exception of the entertainment function, they seem pretty well separated from the 1980 campaign.
As a personnel system, presidential campaigns neither serve the President nor the
electorate. Just look at the Nixon and Carter campaigns and their ensuing administrations for proof. Would-be presidents are surrounded by media manipulators, pollsters,
and sycophants. The sycophants have and always will play a role in politics. The entry
of the media manipulators and pollsters into presidential politics is of more recent vintage though. And while it may serve the immediate purposes of the candidates, it
ultimately works to the detriment of the winning candidate and the electorate when
these highly paid prostitutes are rewarded with important positions within the administration.
Campaigns aiso fail as a way of formulating policy. During an election year, substantive policy is formulated. Unfortunately, it is done neither thoughtfully, rationally, nor
creatively. Policy is born on the campaign trail all too often for one reason - the wooing of supporters. This irrationally created policy (not so however to the candidate and
his entourage) usually consists of no more than a few words. Examples are "limited
nuclear war, balance the budget, eliminate waste and mismanagement, beef up our
defenses," etc.
· A good way to get a handle on this problem is to try to look behind one of these expressions, "limited nuclear_war." If nuclear war is nec~sary - I can't for any possible
reason imagine why it should even be considered - l am sure that most Americans
would favor a limited one. But, who, what, when, w)lere, why, and how? None of the
"limited nuclear war" candidates have answered any of these questions. Will Honeywell
get the contract for the air filtration systems along our coasts? Some voters, myself included, want to know.
As a means of holding leaders accountable and as a rational self-examination, the
presidential campaign works, but it does so in a sort of perverse manner. While candidates' personal lives and campaign strategies are gone over with a fine toothed comb,
substance beyond the buzz words (see those noted above) is ignored. Sure, a leader's
personal traits are important, but they alone do not measure a candidate's aptitude for
the job. The great emphasis given by the media to strategy is misplaced because, in the
long run voters aren't concerned about how a candidate is going to win. Rather, we are
concerned with what the candidate will do while in office. Our opportunity for a national self-examination has thus given way to a prime time game show filmed over a
period of two years.
As much as the lack of issues in presidential campaigns (not just this one) reflects on
the candidates, it also reflects on the increasing disinterest of the electorate and the
greatly increasing role of the electronic media. Caucus states are becoming more and
more rare every four years. The decline of caucuses means a seemingly endless stream of
primaries and the possible death of political parties. The chief argument for primaries is
that they lead to increased voter involvement. The numbers participating in primaries

may be greater than the numbers participating in caucuses, but whatever discussion of
issues exists is diminished as the candidates and the media talk to each other, doing their
respective jobs in the primaries. It is the quality of the presidential campaign that most
clearly resembles reality. Nightly on the network news shows, we can watch George
Bush jog, Teddy Kennedy debate a tape recorder, Ronald Reagan explain ethnic
humor, President Carter claim credit for a hockey victory, and John Anc!erson defend
his party standing. The primary coverage is even more entertaining, everyone including
the losers takes a claim to at least moral victory. John Chancellor, Walter Cronkite, and
Frank Reynolds step aside, make room for Carol Burnett. This may be politics, 1980,
but it's really no more than a variety show. We don't need Pat Paulson this year to
parody the campaign because the candidates themselves. provide th~ laughs.
Stephen Hess has set laudable benchmarks for the presidential campaign, it's just too
bad for the American people that the entertainment consideration is the only one that
is being achieved and achieved so well at that. As depressing as the presidential campaign is, it does provide me with a few good and hearty belly laughs after a long day.

RR
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Editorial
Affirmative
action
defended

firms hopes to attract a certain clientele, namely women in need of legal advice.
The government and large firms, on the other hand, are seeking out women because
it's politically expedient to do so. The increasing political power of women has resulted
in candidates and incumbents trying to win the female vote. In my mind, this response is
no different from the way judicial appointments have been made in the past-to men
with political connections. All we can hope for is that the man or woman who does get
the a1wointment because of political pull is also qualified to handle the job.

The recent appointment of Diana Murphy to the federal district bench has touched
off another wave of criticism of the acceleration ofwomen into key legal positions. The
reactions range from comments like "Only women attorneys can get th_e good jobs these
days," to a sincere concern that certain women are getting appointed to positio.ns that
they're not ready to handle.
As for the first notion-that all the "good" positinns are going to women-it's pure
nonsense. Although it is true that the government and some of the larger law firms are
giving preferential consideration to female applicants, private practice by and large is
not rushing to hire women. H a medium-sized or small law firm hires a woman, it's
either because she's the best qualified person for the job, or occasionally, because the

Of course, so-called affirmative action does result in people getting positions that are
not always qualified for according to the conventional indicators like experience,· test
scores or grade point averages. But affirmative action is a policy decision which holds
that people have other characteristics which are important to the position such as where
they grew up, their social background, their sex or religion er race, that they are
physically handicapped or are veterans. These characteristic;.s are taken into cortsideraion all the time in employment situations and in educational policy-making.
The affirmative action policy decision that women, simply because of the fact of their
sex, have something to offer to a judgeship is a good one. It will result in a better
judiciary. As we all know, there are few experienced women attorneys around to c;hoose
from and therefore, an intelligent, hard-working lawyer like Diana Murphy has her
career greatly accelerated by the political process. I think she's up to the task.
SO

SBA President

Sue Bates
Where credit is due

SMOKER*.

There is a story told about
Harry Truman. It seems that
he was asked how he ever slept
at night with all the problems
he had on his mind. He recounted that each evening he
would quietly remind himself
that on that particular day he
had done the best he could
"under the circumstances", and
then let that day go without
regret.
Well, the SBA had their last
meeting on Tuesday, March
18. The newly elected Board
will be seated at the beginning
of the next meeting and the
1979-80 Board will be through.
This was an active, aggressive
board and each member took
their position seriously. They
did the best they could "under
the circumstances" and what
didn't get done was in most
cases due to time constraint.
They are a very special group
of people who chose to use
what little spare time any of us
has to try and make it better
for all of us at Mitchell. If you
get a chance, each of them deserves our thanks.
The administration deserves
a sincere thank you also for
their cooperation this year.
Any of us on the Board who
has dealt directly with them has
been pleasantly taken by their
friendliness and effort (in spite
of all the rumors that administrations in educational institutions are predictably uncooperative.).

·Dean Burton's sense of institutional direction and
lbdership, Dean Green's practical approach and understanding of each student as an individual and Bob Duffy's patience and kindness was appreciated and they should be
given the recognition they deserve.

Rites of Spring
Frjday, March 28
No admission
50~ a beer
Prom Center
1190 University Ave.
SBA presidents attend
facultymeetings. My mother
used to tell me that when I was
not sure how I reacted to something or was a bit concerned
about how to express what I
was feeling, when asked, I
could use words like interesting, unique or unforgettable. So I will simply say that
the faculty meetings were interesting, unique and something I will not soon forget.
For all the nuances, politics
and basic individualism that
seems to dq__minate the rhetoric
of the meetings I always came
away with the feeling that these
people really care. And when I
look back at the time given by .
so many of them to our interests and projects it js obvious that the concern is genuine.
And then there's Julie. She
deserves to be singled out
because she has earned enough
, to single out each student at
WMCL who .came into the
Used Bookstore. She has been
the heart of the SBA for
several years. Someone may
take her job if she leaves this
year - but Julie is not replaceable.

I have truly enjoyed the past
year. I will miss it. I remember
feeling once when I left a
teaching job that I had had for
five years that it was a little like
placing the job up for adoption. I had no say in who got it
or in what they would do with
it. But that doesn't really make
any difference anyway if the
person who comes along riext
·does the best they can "under
the circumstances."

*

an informal gathering for men
and women (Plunkett's definition)

Our congratulations and best
wishes to the new board.

Kudos
'

The SBA has discontinued outstanding faculty member and
outstanding student of the year
awards.
In lieu of these awards, The
Opinion will publish a kudos
section in the final issue.
Students and faculty are invited to submit names for
recognition to The Opinion office.
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an~interview

Ray Faricy: The future of the lawyer~legislator
by Rob Plunkett
Ray Faricy is · currently
Chairman of the Judiciary
Committee of the Minn.e sota
House of Representatives; He
has served in the Legislature
for the last decade, membership he is relinguishing al the
end of the session. The following interview examines the
reasons why he is leaving and
presents his thoughts about the
future of the lawyer-legislator
in Minnesota.
OPINION: Why are you
leaving the Legislature?
RAY FARICY: The reason
I'm leaving is that I don't have
enough time for the House and
my law practice. As a sole
practitioner or member of a
small partnership, service in
the legislature creates a horre_ndous burden on one's practice.
It could be different in a large,
understanding firm where
others could cover the work
while the legislature was in session. During the early portion
of the session one might keep
up, but near the end, when the
really heavy portion of work
falls-the time pressures are
crushing. The client has the
need when the need arises, not
when it's convenient for the
lawyer to discuss the problem.
OP: Have there been significant changes in legislative
demands since you started a
decade ago?
RF: When I started, the Legislature met biennually and
much more time was available
to devote to one's practice.
Over the last ten years I've
noticed the number of lawyers
declining. Thus, it's just not
me, but other lawyers are facing the sa·me problems · and
can't make it work out. The
commitments have become
much greater and the longer
you're_ in, the more responsibility you must assume. Maybe one could make it as a first
termer, or as a member of the
minority. Right now all the
lawyers in the House live in the
metropolitan area and can
make it to their offices in a
relatively .short time. Outstate
lawyers are really put ina bind.
I've seen small partnerships
jeopardized by those who have
trouble holding their own in
the operation and carry their
share of the partnership workload.
OP: Are there other problems facing the lawyer-legislator?
RF: Conflict of interests present problems-in a larger firm
all of a sudden you start running into more of those areas with a smaller firm they occur
rarely.
OP: When conflicts arise,
are you forced to drop the legal
matter in order to fulfill your
legislative responsibility?
RF: Well, you can avoid that
conflict. First of all, you must
determine that the person corning into your office isn't corning in to use your position and
influence as a legislator .. That
becomes somewhat obvious
over time. In the House, you
can rise on the floor and in-

dicate that you do have a conflict of interest and there is a
direct relationship between
what you are doing as a lawyer
and what the body is deliberating, then you can excuse yourself.
OP: As between . practicing
law and service in the Legisla. ture, is your primary responsibility to the Legislature?
RF: I think the Legislature is
number one, and the .lawyer
should not take those matters
which impair his legislative
function. The point I sell my
clients when they- come in is
that I'm in the Legislature and
I'm not going to be able to be
convenient to you at all times
while the session is meeting.
You have to apprise them of
that fact. Many people are very
understanding, but tliey have
to be told.
OP: How do you react to the
trend that less lawyers are
entering the Legislature?
RF: I think it's a bad thing.
It's regrettable. How do you
get them to go in if they're getting killed as far as their practice? It is really a problem.
Time after time, legislation
passes through that is not properly put together. Forget
whether or not it's a good piece
of legislation, it just doesn't
make sense as to what it's saying. The Revisions Office tries
to do the job, but amendments
get tacked on in committees
that don't do what they're supposed to do. The fewer lawyers
around to sort of police this
problem, it becomes a tougher
problem for the Legislature.
It's getting a little bit better for a long time, the body
would view a bill as a lawyer's
bill, and bang it. We're now
coming back to at least a little
respect for the profession, and
not an anti-lawyer bias.
OP: What was that feeling
based on?
RF: Well, I think it came out
- of a mood in the country. Watergate influenced perceptions.
People didn't trust us. But
upon the House floor, when
.people needed amendments
drafted, they would go to one
of the lawyers. They had to
recognize that we were a sort of
necessary item in their lives.
Lawyers are now holding a
fairly respectful place in the
mind 'of the body.
OP: ls it more difficult to
envision the effects a bill might
have lacking legal training?
RF: I think legislators rely
heavily on lobbyists to give
them an idea of the impact of
the bill, and many lobbyists are
lawyers. But quite honestly
there are pieces of legislation
that the other legislators just
look at you and have absolutely no idea whatsoever what is
involved. The Uniform Child
Custody Jurisdiction Act was
an example. In committee, the
members looked at me and said
we just have to trust it means
what you're telling us· is its effect. They just could not understand what it mean - it was
too complex. We're now dealing in committee with the

Uniform Limited Partnership
Act. Well, some members are
limited partners, they have a
little understanding of that.
They know the term general
partner, and have heard the
term limited partner, and play
along with that, but why we
were changing th_e law or putting it into uniform shape, they
don't understand. To that we
tacked the Uniform Condominium Act. In that whole Act
there is only one issue that people can really comprehend.
What is the authority of local
municipality to regulate condominium conversion? That is
the only thing in the whole bill
th'at anyone is looking at; in
the rest of it, ·by some of our
wording, we could have ended
up shooting all of their relatives, but . they wouldn't have
dealt with it because of the way
it was viewed.
OP: Has the Legislature
done anything to help retain
the presence of lawyers or
other professionals in the
body?
RF: The Legislature improved the pay. If the body had not
raised the salaries there is no
way I could have afforded to
stay. At least now there is a decent level to maintain an existence.
OP: How close is the Legislature to a full time Legislature
as far as your duties are concerned?
RF: Its getting closer all the
time, which will eliminate
many other professionals as
well as lawyers. Professional
people cannot walk away from
a profession for a number of
years and then come back and
pick it up. Some people just
want to keep doing ihings all
the ti~e. Tliey've got the time
to do so, but they drag others
in for meetings in their areas.
For a while I thought a full
time legislature was just
around the corner, with committee sessions every month.
The kind of person that is
now coming in is causing the
changes. If they don't have
another occupation, they've
got the time, and they want to
do something, thus you get
dragged into doing more and
more things.
OP: How do you react to a
proposed intermediate court of
appeals?
RF: I'm against it. I was not
going to allow the creation of it
right now. I do not agree with
it. I agree · that it would only
delay the process one more
step. I think the Supreme
Court, in looking at its
schedule, could look to other
things. First, a tremendous
amount of its caseload relates
to appeals from the Workers
Compensation Board. I think
that's crazy. I don't see why all
those decisions should be able
to go up there. I think that is
one area where they could cut
back substantially. 1he bill
that left my committee left
with the understanding that the
bill would provide for a constitutional amendment that
would allow the Legislature to

create the court. That way
would give the citizens of the
s.tate _ the option to go that
route. I don't think the bill will
go anywhere, but it's still alive
as a constitutional amendment.
OP: Do you think that if
direct appeal was eliminated
and only certiorari was allowed, this would ease the problem
significantly?
RF: I think so. 1 appreciate
that more and more· things are
going on and that their time is
more precious, but that's happening all over. Maybe someone should sit down and look
at what's happening to the
whole judicial system. Municipal courts are getting further
and further behind. They got
the district court trying to
come down and help out. That
reorganization law is working- they are moving back and
forth- but there still aren't
enough people to hear and
cases. A bill to expedite
juvenile court matters has been
refused, even a hearing by Jack
Davies' committee, which
didn't have the courtesy to
grant the bill (which passed the
House unanimously) consider:
ation. He just doesn't want to
talk about it at a time when
people are being told their matter won't be heard for a period
of years. It is just crazy.
In talking of the intermediate appellate court, sure the
Supreme Court has a lot 'of
work, but everybody has a lot
of work and somewhere we
have to come to grips with the
whole thing in the whole state
and don't give the "Supremes"
the only consideration. By
granting review only upon certiorari would be the best solution and would make the most
s~ns~. except in major criminal
actions or a couple other areas
where appeal would be preserved.
OP: Do you favor increa,sing
the number of judges in · the
state?
RF: Absolutely. I have no
problem with that. But the
Legislature is not giving us any

Representati:ve Ray Faricy
judges. The needs are being
established. It's getting very
frustrating to look at court
calendars and being told our
cases won't be tried for a
period of years. I much prefer
the creation of more judges.
OP: Why do you think that
such a large number of legislators are not running for re-:
election?
RF: There are many reasons,
I think. First of all there has
been a change in the ·pension.
Arrangement for those remaining in the Legislature; so that
there is a two year break for
those who would leave now.
Another reason is that people
are just getting fed up and
frustrated with - the whole
operation. Too much of a
grind deters some and others
have reacted to the number of
deaths that have occurred in
the Legislature, causing some
to think, "Just what am I doing
and what is going on in my
life?" They just want to get
away from it. The work is not
as enjoyable as it used to be.
You used to have good discussions, good debates, then walk
out and have a beer with your
opponent. Too much of what .
happens now is so political and
people are on edge all the time,
creating an atmosphere not
very conducive to satisfying
work.
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Social host in liquor liability limbo
by Rob Plunkett

Social hosts - at least those
in Ramsey County and appearing as defendants before Judge
Summers-can breathe a little
easier and pour more boldly
these days. In the case of Wetrschreck v. Kozlowski, decided
Feb. 6, 1980, no cause of action was aHowed against two
brothers who dispensed beer at
a kegger in their home. The
plaintiff in the action was injured wheri the parked car he
was sitting in was rammed by a
car driven by an intoxicated
guest (also a defendant in the
action). -This defendant-driver
had attended a party at the
defendant-hosts' residence· and
at such party, through a combination of his own and the
hosts' beer, had become thoroughly intoxicated.
The plaintiffs cause of action was based on a common
law negligence claim. In the
December, 1978 issue of The
Opinion, this author discussed
the effects of the 1977 amendm~ents to the Civil Dam.age Act
§ 340.95 and the probable existence of a negligence cause
of action in Minnesota. Tracing Minnesota cases and decisions in other jurisdictions, the
article concluded that if the
Legislature ha<;I intended to re~
Iieve the gratuitious social host
of potential liability, that intent had not bee_n realized. The
effect of the 1977 amendment
relieved the social purveyor
from the strict liability imposed by the act, but did not preempt a negligence claim.
Judge Summers' decision did
find pre-emption. His rationale
was that because the Legisla~
ture did not want to hold social
hosts strictly liable, he thought
the Legislature intended that
no exposure was to exist. Such a
basis is somewhat untenable.
The policy questions and determinations present in strict liability considerations are very
different from those involving
negligence standards. The policy of holding the host liable
without fault for any liquor
dispensed, even if only one
glass or drink, is a drastic imposition the Legislature was
wise to remove. That does not
mean that the social host who
knowingly allows his guest to
drink an excessive amount of
liquor, even past their obvious
limit, can avoid responsibility
for allowing and encouraging
his guest to become certain
highway hazards. The Legislature's action, by ending liability without fault, cannot be
read as to sanction careless- or
reckless conduct of party
givers, where significant fault
attaches.
Secondly, in order to find
pre-emption of a negligence
cause of action, one would expect a definite legislative statement preventing the bringing
of an action, rather than legislative silence. The Legislature,
as a result of the Ross decision
(200 N. W. 2d 149, 1975), had
an opportunity to examine social host liability in a· negligence
context -:-as well as strict
liability- and only dealt with
the latter concern. Language in
the Ross case clearly intimates
that the court was con-

templating a negligence standard for host liab'ility, and
those in the legislative committee who read the decision could
hardly miss the implications
thereof. Thus legislative silence
as to negligence, at a time when
all facets of social host liability
were considered, if anything,
would indicate that no bar was
contemplated.
In considering the possibility
of a common law negligence
action, the Minnesota Supreme
Court in Ross gave strong indication of the result it would
reach upon appeal. There it
said, "Where liquor is furnished in purely a social setting, or-

dinarily it niay be expected that
the donor will take some precautions to the state of intoxication of the recipient." And
later, " ... no reason occurs to
us why those who furnish liquor to others, should not be
responsible for protecting innocent third persons from the
potential dangers of indiscriminate Iy furnishing such
hospitality." This language
strongly implies the presence of
a duty to safeguard the safety
of third persons by controlling
the consumption of liquor at a
party. It follows that breach of
this duty will result in the standard negligence cause of ·;ic-

tion.
Outside of the fact situation
in this case, other circumstances exist where liability
under the Civil Damage Act
could arise:
I) Where persons buy
rounds for each other in a bar.
If it is expected that a round
will be bought in return, such
an exchange could be viewed as
a "bartering."
2) Persons who throw parties
and collect liquor charges from
the guests. Such actions make
the host's actions a sale rather
than a gift.
3) An employer may be liable for liquor c1i,tributed at an

office party if the employer expects something in return from
his employees, such as improved performance. Such exchange could conceivably be
viewed as a barter or sale.
The particular status occupied by the social host regarding liquor liability is a legal
limbo, somewhere between total irresponsibility ( Wettschreck) and full liability
(Ross). Until the Minnesota
Supreme Court decides the
question, the safest -and
morally most conscionable
- path is to keep an eye on
your guests, cutting off those
who suffer a surfeit of spirit.

Wb-Y are so many

Minnesota students
choosing BRC?
BRC Minnesota enrollments this year have reached record proportions, mirroring BRC's nationwide·success. Students all over the country are realizing
that BRC and only BRC provides:
AUTHORITATIVE LAW SUMMARIES -Written with the same clarity
and precision that have made our Sum & Substance series the most effective law school study aids available, BRC's law summaries are authored by,
and clearly attributed to, well-known law professors (BR I's mate~ials are
all "staff prepared" with authorship not acknowledged).

OOMPLETE MULTISJATE PREPARATION - BRC is the only course
to provide a sophisticated Multistate Technique Clinic to refine examsmanship skills, a three day intensive Multistate review just prior to the
Exam, and Multistate law summaries written on the assumption that the
student.may have to learn the law from the materials alone. (BRC's
Multistate summaries are nearly twice as extensive as BR l's.)

PROGRAMMED LEARNJNG SYSTEM (PLS) - BRC's innovative program
of preparation provides continuous monitoring and direction of study with
feedback related to a meaningful norm. The following sophisticated study
regimen is a feature unique to BRC:

e
e

e

Diagnostic Probe Tests - compare pre-course knowledge to a norm;
this allows you to isolate weaknesses and to take easily corrective
action prior to the start of study.
Reinforcement & Review Tests - provide ongoing, delayed feedback
which monitors your rate of improvement by comparing your progress to a norm, and directs you to the precise page and line in the
main summaries where more study is necessary.
Practice Multiple Choice and Essay Exams - completely graded
(essays critiqued by BRC'ntaff of attorney-gradecs), and included
along with Model Answers for further development of examsmanship skills.

Josephson Bar Review Center of America, Inc./ 1821 University Avenue, Suite S243C, St. Paul, MN 55104
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Green
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forward to the evercontinued
advancement of the College
under your leadership.
I have been affiliated, in
various capacities, with.
William Mitchell College of
Law since 1956; as a student
from 1956 to 1969, as a member of the adjunct faculty from
1961 through 1976 and as a
professor of law and member
of .the administration from
August of 1976 through the
present time. In these various
capacities I have, with great
relish and satisfaction, noted
the ever forward progress that
the College has made as an institition of legal education and
as a vital memb_e r of the com,.
munity. The most notable pro- -gresS' has been in the enham;efl
quality of legal education made
available to our students and,
most recently, in an increased
sensitivity to the students as individuals.

1956 followed by the' physical
union of the two institutions in
1958 in the building at 2100
Summit Avenue. The next
bench-mark of progress was
the curriculum expansion and
increase in full-time faculty
which commenced somewhat
shortly thereafter. Of course,
the acquisition of the present
facility and the move to this
location in 1976 must stand out
- as the most outwardly notable.

Over the years of my observations there have dawned a
number of new .eras. The first
was the merger of the St. Paul
College of Law and the Minneapolis College of Law in

Since 1976, significant advances have been made under
the able administration of
Dean Bruce W. Burton. His
accomplishments on behalf of
the institution have been many
and as he leaves we will all be
grateful to him for the untw tertng dedication, abounding elithisiasm, and seemingly
unending energy with which he
has served.
A new era dawns; your administration as Dean of
William Mitchell . Cc:>llege of
Law. I believe· that you will
bring the same fine qualities,
and beyond, and that your administration will not only continue the momentum of progress but serve to be the
catalyst for its acceleration. It
appears appropriate to me
that you be ·able to establish
your administration· without
impediment of any form or

EVALUATION
EXPEQTI8E

IN DETERMINING THE VALUE OF
CLOSED CORPORATION SECURITIES
ANNUAL EVALUATIONS
We have been retained by closed corporations to provide annual valuations of
their issued securities. Why?
A peri9(iic appraisal of the company's
common stock provides invaluable information for the shareholder(s) for gift
and estate tax planning purposes.
Key personnel annual stock options
should be tied to the fair market value
of the company's common stock.
Owners and management like to know
the fair market value of their company's
common stock should a sale or an acquisition opportunity II.rise.
Some corporations have an Employees Stock Ownership Trust (ESOT)
which, in accordance with ERISA, requires annual valuations. Others have
profit-sharing plans which own employer corporation securities, and those fair
market values should be known for the
benefit oJ the employees.
Capitalization -restructuring may be
adv antageous at any given time and
should be based upon fair market value.
Most Twin Cities law firms know of our
independent, professional services. Ask
your corporate counsel if these experienced evaluat ion services might assist you
in your personal and corporate planning.
THE
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nature. Consequently, so that'
you not feel for a moment impeded by the "old guard" ad:
ministration: I herewith · respectfully tender to you my resignation from the position Associate Dean to be effective July 31, 1980.
In no fashion should mv resignation be taken to indicate the
slightest lack of confidence in
your abilities and capabilities
individually and professionally
to bring William Mitchell College of Law forward over the
years . to still yet another
horizon.
Sincerely,
Marvin J. Green
Associate Dean

Bartlett
from page 1

money to be spent on travel
and conventions. This limitation most directly affected the
LSD Rep because an important
function of the position is attending conferences and con-

ventions. -Bartlett was unhappy
that the decision was made
when she was out of town, and
that it seemed to her as though
the limitation on LSD expenses
was based upon the expense of
sending . the Opinion Editor
and the SBA President as well
as the LSD Rep to Dallas for
the annual ABA-LSD conventiqn . Although Bartlett feels
that the SBA President and the
Opinion Editor should have attended the Dallas convention,
she does not feel· that the expenses should have been reflected in. the LSD budget.
A question that the new SBA
Board will have to · tacke is
whether the LSD Rep should,
along with the Opinion Editor,
continue to serve as an at-large
voting member of the Board.
Bartlett feels that she has per
formed .an important service
for students in serving as an atlarge member of the Board,
.and that if the LSD Rep
doesn't serve on the Board,
future LSD Reps may have
problems . in securing the
necessary financial support to
perform LSD functions.
Overall, Bartlett feels that in
her two years' tenure she has
enjoyed a good working relationship with the SBA and the
administration. While this is iu
part due. to her fine representa0

uon df Mitchell at ABA and
LSD functions, this good relationship also stems from Bartlett's efforts in seeing that LSD
programs such as the Client
Counseling Competition and
the Street Law Clinic are sue··
cessfully integrated into the
Mitchell community.
Bartlett feels that she has
done al[ that she coulci to make ·
students aware of the opportunities within the LSD. Once
students are aware of the opportunities, they must follow
up themselves . "Many people,
when it comes down to it, just
don't have the time or the interest_ - they haven't done
anything for LSD and yet they
want liaison positions," said
Bartlett. While some- students
may have rather high expecta~
tioris as to liaisonships, very
few of these students have
shown any -other interest in
LSD, and according to Bart~
lett, that is· a problem because
liaisonships are given primarily
to those student s interested
and working in LSD activities.
Bartlett is confident about
her chances of being elected to
a national office and feels that
if she is elected it would be
beneficial to Mitchell because
more and more people in the '
national legal community gain
knowledge of the school.
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Mitchell professors
produce videotapes
One minute of bars and
tones.
One minute of black.
Ready on the Now cue.
Audio up. Roll. Opening on
Camera One.
Now!
And so began the creation of
demonstration videotapes on
depositions. Professors Roger
Haydock and John Sonsteng
spent their one week winter·
break producing five deposi- tion tapes for the National l_nstitute of Trial Advocacy
(NIT A). The two traveled to
the University of Colorado
television studios in Boulder
and directed the production of
a new series of videotapes for
NITA. The tapes demonstrate
deposition procedures, problems; questioning techniques,
and deponent preparation.
NIT A plans to distribute the
tapes nationally for use in law
schools, CLE programs, and
lawyer training events. Professors Oliphant and Haydock
currently use the tapes in Advanced Civil Procedure.
Six attorneys from various
parts of the country and one
communication specialist assisted in the making or the
tapes. Boyd Ratchye, from
Doherty, Rumble and Butler in
St. Paul, and David Herr,
from Robins, Davis and Lyons
and in instructor in the Judicial
lnterr Clinic were two of the
participants.
Each of the videotapes consists of two to_ s_ix minute
segments demonstrating several components of a deposition.
The Deposition Procedure tape
explains the _procedural mechanics of a deposition including the iJ]lroduction, exhibits, documents, objections,
conclusions, and the use of
depositions in trial.
The Deposition Problems
videotape highlights situations
that may occ-ur and alternl;!.tive
solutions to such problems involving the presence of third
persons, multi-party litigation,
the contrast between a properly
protective deponent's attorney
and an obstreperous deponent's lawyer, and a hostile examining attorney.
The Questioning Technique
tape demonstrates ways to
question a deponent who has
personal knowledge, who identifies documents, who has a
selective memory, who has ah
ambiguous memory, and who
is an expert. The concluding
segment demonstrates the 'taking of a videotape deposition
to prese-rve lhe testimony of a
witness who will be unavailable
at trial.
The fourth videotape presents -a "novel, highly informative way to prepare deponents for a deposition," Professor Haydock said. The tape
has been designed for prospective deponents to watch and
learn about general instructions for their upcoming
deposition. The videotape
shows two lawyers preparing
three deponents by explaining
deposition procedures and by
answering their many questions. Interspersed through the
discussion is a short videotape

which itself shows the deponents_ the various aspects of a
deposition. "It is a videolape
within a videotape." This format _allows a practicing attorney to have his or her client
observe the tape as a substitute
for 30 to 45 minutes of general
instructions regarding depositions. The practidng attorney
will then have to prepare the
deponent on specifics about
the case and upcoming deposition.
The fifth videotape is a lecture on "Discovery Depositions," by Neil Galatz of Las
Vegas.
The other participants in the
first four tapes, in addition to
Boyd Ratchye and David Herr,
include Linda Shostak fr9m
San Francisco, James Buchanan from Boulder, Gordon
Zimmerman from Tucson, and
_ Tony Axam from Atlanta.

Moot Court
competition
commences
On Saturday, April 5th,
1980, the United States Court
of Appeals for the Twelfth Circuit will meet in a special session here at William Mitchell
to hea:r oral arguments in the
case of Smith. v. Dane. The
special panel that will be convened to hear this case for the
Twelfth Circuit , includes
Justice Rosalie Wahl of the ·
Minnesota Supreme Court,
Jud~es Donald Alsop and
Ha,rry MacLaughlin of the
United States Federal District
Court, and Professor Michael
Steenson. Counsel for the appellant and appellee will be the
top two teams in the- moot
court competition currently being conducted at William Mit~
chell. All students are invited
to watch these oral arguments
in the final round of this spring's moot court competition,
which will be in room 111 ar
1:00 P.M. on April 5th.

David Herr and Professors
Haydock and Sonsteng are in
the process of writing an Instructor's Manual and a Student/Lawyer Manual for ·us_e
with each of the tapes. The Instructor's Manual includes
comments which explain in
detail the tape segment and
deposition situations. The
Student/Lawyer Manual in.
eludes questions that the reader
of the transcript reviews before
viewing the tape in class or at a
CLE program. NIT A will publish both manuals along with
the videotapes. Joyce Gordon,
a January 1980 graduate from
William Mitchell -College of
Law, is assisting with the creation of these manuals.
These five videotapes bring
to twenty the number of tapes
Roger Haydock and John Son°
steng have produced with
NITA. John Sonsteng videotaped his lecture on "Direct Examination." Eleven of the
tapes are used in Trial Skills.
One is being used in Evidence. Two are being used in the
Street Law Progrnm.
"All of the demonstration
tapes have been designed t0
· provide law students and
lawyefis with examples of
selected trial and deposition
situations which show how
skills operate, which provide
viewers with an understanding
of lawyering skills, which
engender detailed _discussion
about the theory and rationale
underlying such skills," according to Haydock. "The tapes
represent a new approach to
legal ·education. Law professors and CLE instructors
use the tapes to better prepare
their students for clinical
courses and better train new
lawyers for the practice of law. Jeff Gottesfeld has consented to be
Law stude-nts and all lawyers the new SBA Secretary. Thanks
benefit from gaining a much Jeff!
better understanding not only
University of San Francisco
of trial skills but also of the
·
San Francisco, CA 94117
trial process and system,"
Haydock added.
Professors Haydock and
Sonsteng hope to return to
Boulder this summer and produce another series of videotapes covering topics' on appellate advocacy; admini=strative law procedµres, and tdal
practice.

Next
Opinion
Deadline

April 11

CONGRATULATIONS
JEFF!

Happy Birthday
Mansco

Gannett
frompage9

under the Sixth or Fourteenth Amendments to attend
criminal trials (or pre-trial conferences). The Sixth Amendment confers the right to a public-trial only upon it defendant
and only in a criminal case. Burger's concurring opinion
limit~d the holding to pretrial conferences only, with no
pres11mption of openess. Powell':S coucurring _opinion holds
that the press has an..inte_rest protected by the Frrst and Fourteenth Amendments in being present at pretrial hearings. The
rationale is that the press acts as agent of the public at large
and the right of access to courtrooms is not absolute but ais
limited by the defendant's right to a fair trial and the need of
the government to obtain just convictions. Powell agreed with
the dissent that there are limitations on closure and that they
require careful attention of trial courts bc;fore closure can be
ordered, ·but he doesn't accept the dissent's standard. His is
whether a fair trial for the defendant is likely to oe jeopardized by publicity. His factors are 1) alternative means with less
impact on the public's interest in access to information; 2) the
exclusion should be limited to achieve the goals of a fair trial;
and 3) the press can requesta hearing. Rehnquist's concurring
opinion doesn't accept Powell's limiting language. The trial
court need not advance reasons for closing; He says that there
is no First Amendment right of 'access in the public or the
press to governmental or judicial proceedjngs. The dissent in
the case states that the court has· not found, and doesn't
establish, any First Amendment right of access to judicial or
other governmental proceedings. Because society has an interest in public trials that exists separately from the defendant's interest, a court may give effect to a defendant's attempt to waive his public trial right only in certain circumstances. States cannot exclude the public from proceedings within the ambit of the Sixth Amendment without
affording full and fair consideration to the public's interest in
maintaining an open proceeding. The public trial provision
applies to that hearing. The dissent's standard is to close the
trials when it is _inescapably necessary in order to protect the
fair trial guarantee. Factors they consider important are 1)
substantial probability of irreparable damage to defendant's
fair trial right; 2) alternatives to closure will not protect fair
trial right; 3) the defendant must demonstrate that closure
would be effective in protecting against perceived harm; 4)
any restriction must be no broader than circumstances
reasonably require; and 5) a reasonable opportunity must be
present to oppress access to trial and pre-trial conferences.
The dissent doesn't buy the free flow of information argument, and closure does not equate with prior restraint ... But,
then, it's been awhile since I read the case."
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School News
Lammers take first in
school client counseling

Women's Law Caucus
Law Review
editors chosen announces seminar
On March 23, 1980, the Law
Review elected its 1980-1981
executive board: Greg Stenmoe, editor-in-chief; Stacey
DeKalb, Mary Mason, and
Terri Wagner, executive editors. Elections for the remaining editor positions will be held
April 13, 1980.
Volume Six, Issue One is
scheduled for distribution in
early April. Lead articles indude: "The Anatomy of Products Liability in Minnesota:·
The Theories of Recovery," by
Professor Michael K. Steenson, and "Judicial Powers of
Non-Judges: The Legitimacy
of Referee Function in minnesota Courts," by John M.
Stuart, Esq. Student notes include analyses of Minnesota's
Water Management Law and
the Retroactivity of Minnesota
Personal Injury Decisions.
An organization meeting-will.
be held in late April for all
students interested in becoming
staff members for the 19801981 year.

SBA. to select
bookstore
treasurer
The SBA amended its bylaws
at its Tuesday, March 18
meeting to provide for the election of a second treasurer from
among the members of the
board to work exclusively with
the Used Bookstore's financial
records.
The_ original bylaw provided
for one treasurer to manage the
SBA books.
The change is a result of the
used bookstore's increasing
complexity and volume of
work. "Julie Gruber (the
bookstore manager) is just too
busy to maintain the books.
She was not hired to do that,
and it isn't fair to expect her to
do it now," said SBA President
Sue Bates.
In other action, the board
gave board member Rob Plunkett the "go ahead" to make
the plans for the spring
"smoker" to be held March 28.

The William Mitchell
Women's Law Caucus will
sponsor a seminar on the
domestic abuse act enacted by
the · Minnesota Legislature in
1979. The title of the seminar is
"Seminar on the Domestic
Abuse Act - History and Application." It witl be held on
April 19, 1980 froin 8:30 a.m.
to 12:30 p.m. at the Hennepin
County Government Center in
Minneapolis.
The seminar will cover the
act's qualification procedures
for representing a plaintiff or

defendant in an Order for Protection hearing, the procedure
for filing a petition for a temporary Order for Protection,
and legislative history. The
seminar is open to lawyers,
legal workers, social workers,
students and advocates. Continuing legal education credits
will be given to lawyers. The
cost of the seminar is $15 ($5
for students). For more information, write to: William Mitchell Women's Law Caucus,
875 Summit Avenue, St. .Paul,
MN 55105.

Committee
to evaluate
faculty
evaluations

Lynn M. Lammer, a first
year stupent at William Mitchell College of Law and J.
Michael Lammer, a third year
student at William Mitchell
College of Law, took first
place in the annual Client
Counseling Competition at the
law school.
The tammers, who are sister
and brother from Menomonie,
Wisconsin, competed against
22 other students.
At the heart of the competition is the attorney's art of

client counseling. It involves
the ability to elicit an organized
story from a client, highlight it
and attach legal meaning to it.
In the competition, the team
must conduct a thorough and
competent client interview in
thirty minutes and dictate a
comprehensive memorandum
in fifteen. This year's topic was
counseling widows and widowers. The coach of the Ciient
Counseling Program at the law
school is Professor Melvin B.
Goldberg.

J}ortbitlt~t
Jrttf l)rtnttng
(ompanp

A special committee has
been appointed to review the
Faculty Evaluation Forms. The
SBA has appointed Professor
Michael Steenson and students
Richard Ruvelson and Doris
McKinnis as committee members to work on this project.
The results of the evaluations
are used by professors to
review their approach to
teaching and by the administration to formulate decisions
on retention, promotion, tenure, salary, and teaching assignments.
Problems ·that exist in the
current system and with the
form itself include failure to
complete the forms, completing without much consideration or thought, ambiguous
questions, and the results being
available to professors before
they turn in their course
grades.
· According to one committee
member, the goal of the committee is to get an accurate pic·wre of students' opinions on
the quality of classroom inst ruction. The committee
members are gathering suggestions from faculty and students
before making a final recommendation to the SBA.
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is preparing a complete review program of rectures, written materials,
and practice testing designed to help

1st YEAR STUDENTS
PREPARE FOR
FINAL EXAMS.
861 West Butler Square
100 North 6th Street
Minneapolis. MN 55403
(612) 338-1977

4th YEAR STUDENTS
The early sign-up discount for MBR/BRI
Summer 1980 Review Course Ends April 1..

Sign Up Now

Save $50!

TAKE THE BEST.
DON'T SETTLE FOR LESS.
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MINNESOTA
BAR REVIEW/
BRI, INC.

Minnesota
Bar Review/BAI, Inc.
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New SBA Reps elected

Fi rs t

Jim Martinson

Second

Shawn Bartsh

Nancy Olson

Doris McKinnis

Third

l _. •

Jim McWhinnie

Mark Duval

Joan Lucas

'I

Keith Kerfeld

Dennis Brown

Mansco Perry

Patti Wilmes

Missing
JAMES KRAVE,

Law Student
Division
Lynn Lammer

Opinion
Editor
Rich Ruvelson
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Sports
Res lpsa Cup remains·at Mitchell
by Mike Weiller·
It was a hockey battle as
eagerly awaited as Team
U.S.A.'s game with the Russians. As the players warmed
up, tension hung heavy in the
air. All of them .knew that this
Was a game of destiny, a game
that would be forever remembered in the annals of hockey
history. This was the res ipsa
loquitur cup championship
game. The Fraser Flyers, from
the University of Minnesota
Law School, once again had
the home ice advantage at
Williams Arena. The Flyers
were. hungry to avenge their
humiliating loss of a year ago
to these same William Mitchell
All Stars, when they blew a
four goal lead in the third
period. The William Mitchell
All Stars, again forced to play
the championship game on the
road, knew they would be facing a charged up and highly
emotional team. The All Stars
had c.ounted on throngs of supporters to counter the Flyer's
home ice advantage, but these
supporters were apparently unable to find Williams Arena.
When it was all over, the William Mitchell All Stars were
victorious, and once again they
reign supreme over upper midwest law school hockey.
Unlike last year's game, in
which the All Stars were forced
to come from behind, they
never trailed in · this year's
game, on Sunday, March 9th,
as they stormed to a 10-2 victory. Just minutes after the U
of M's noted civil procedure
professor and author, John J.
Cound (who, according to one
Flyer, is still late with his fall
1978 evidence grades) stepped
out onto the ice and dropped
the puck to start the game, the
All Stars had a 1-0 lead on the
first of Brian McCarthy's four
goals. McCarthis line, with
Gustavus All Americans Gary
Hansen at right wing and Bernie Dusich at center, accounted
for six of the All Stars' goals.
The second line of Tim
Grande, Ed Gerber, and Mike
Weiner .knocked in two goals,
and the scoring was rounded
out by Defensemen Ray Piirainen and John Guzik. The
checking line of Rob Plunkett,
Tim Ridley, and Dave Ewens
helped the remainder of the
defense of Joe Flom, Dick
Gordon, and Jim McWhinnie
to hold the Flyers to a mere
two goals. But most of the
credit for keeping the Flyers'
score low belongs to Goalie
Kevin Des Lauriers, and the
sensational game he played in
goal. Time and again he turned
away assaults on the goal. The
goal mouth was often a blur of
sticks and pads, but the puck
stayed out of the net. With this
superb goaltending, the All
Stars were able to blow the
flyers ott the ice. Without it, it
might have been a different
story.
Looking ahead to next y~ar's

rematch, it .appears graduations threaten to deplete next
year squad, and a strong recruiting effort is needed if the
res ipsa loquitut cup is to remain in William Mitchell's
trophy case. · In addition, the
home ice advantage which the
Flyers always have may in the
Tuture be the deciding factor in
a championship game, and it is
time William Mitchell seriously
starts thinking about building
its own ice arena. There is .easily enough space where the
parking lot now sits to build
such an arena, but due the
parking lot's importance, the
students may prefer that a less
vital space be used, such as the
library.
Exhausted but ecstatic, -the
All _Stars again skated off with
the res ipsa cup undisputably
theirs. And they issue this challenge - anyone who wants the
cup is welcome to try, but it
won't be easy.

U's Joe Finley slips by Joel Flom. ·

Mitchell coach creamed in illegal check.
The revered Res lpsa cup.

William Mitchell All-Stars: (from left) John Guzik, Jim McWhinnie, Tim
Grande, Gary Hanson, Bernie Dusich, Tim Ridley, Rob Plunkett, Ed Gerber,
Bryan McCarthy, Mike Weiner, Dave Ewens, Ray Piirainen, Joel Flom, Dick
Gordon. Missing, Kevin Des Lauriers

